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If you want to swap the SIM cards 

CHANGING IRIDIUM SIM CARDS 

Iridium does not support number portability.  In order to change Iridium providers, you need to change SIM cards.  It 

is simple to do.  Remove the old SIM card, install the new one, change the phone number label on the phone.  Done! 

When you need to change SIM cards you will have two options:

1. You can change the SIM cards yourself

2. Send us the phones and we will change them for you

Either way, you’ll have the legendary GlobaFone kit, not available anywhere else in this industry. 

Here’s why it matters: 

Your organization has the right to choose the best     

satellite service provider for your needs.  The decision 

criteria may include one or more of these following: 

 Lowest or perceived lowest price

 Past performance

 Client support

 Industry experience

 Industry reputation

Regardless of why, if you need to change your SIM cards 

to use a different provider than your current provider, it 

is easy to do.  We’ll send you complete instructions and 

phone number labels with the new numbers, or you send 

us your phones and let our professionals handle it 

quickly and diligently. 

We are here to make things easy for you! 

If you want us to swap the SIM cards 
You ship the phones and accessories to us and GlobaFone will:

 Test all phones and accessories

 Fully charge each handset

 Insert new SIM card,

 Label the handset with phone number

 Include Easy Guide, 24/7 customer support card, LED

flashlight and Pen

 Pack all of the above on our nylon padded carrying case

We send you SIM cards in individual kits to include: 

 New SIM card and replacement instructions

 Phone number label for your handset

 Laminated 5x7 Easy Guide with basic phone functionality, dialing

pattern instructions and your phone number

 24/7 customer support card

 Pen, LED flashlight

 All packed in our nylon carrying case (optional)

The 9575 and 

9505A SIM Slot is 

actually within the 

little door. It slides 

in the door channel 

and the door snaps 

closed, locking the 

SIM in place 

9555 SIM Slot: 

Note there is no 

door, it just 

slides into place. 

9555 9505A 

9575 
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